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The following theorem is inspired by, and implies, the Cantor-Bernstein 
theorem. Both show that isomorphism, of sets or categories, is equivalent to an 
apparently weaker concept. The terminology and notations are as in [l]. 
Theorem. Let S: A-C be an equivalence of categories with backwards functor 
T : C -+A and natural isomorphisms n : I-ST and E : TS +I. If the functors S and 
Tare injective for objects, then the categories A and C are isomorphic. 
Proof. Let Jo = Ob C\S(Ob C). For n 2 0 let J,, = (ST)nJo and E, = TJ,, = T(ST)“J,,. 
Let J= ur=, J,, and E= IJrzO~,. Since S: Ob A-Ob C and T: Ob C-+Ob A are 
injective, it follows from the definition of Jo that the classes J, are mutually disjoint, 
the classes E, are mutually disjoint, T maps J bijectively to E, and S maps E bijec- 
tively to J\ Jo. Let D = Ob A\E and K = Ob C\ J. Then S maps D bijectively to K 
and T maps K into D. 
ForaED,letPa=Saandletf,=ls,:Pa -+Sa.ForaEE,letPa=T-‘aEJandlet 
f, = nfO : Pa+STPa = Sa. In either case f, : Pa+Sa is an isomorphism. 
For CE J, let Qc= Tc and let g,= lTc:Qc -+ Tc. For CE K, let Qc=S-‘c and let g, 
be the inverse of &Qc : TSS-‘c+S-‘c, sogc=eQ;: Qc ---, Tc. In either case, g, : Qc+ Tc 
is an isomorphism. 
For aED, TfO=lrsO and gp,=gs,=e;‘. For aE E, by the triangular identity 
eT=Tn=l wehave&,oT~p,=1lrandhenceTf,=T~Po=&~’.Alsogp~=1TPa=lo. In 
either case Tf,o gp, = E,‘. 
For ceJ, Sg,=lsrc and fQ,=frc=nc. For CE K, by the triangular identity 
SE 0 gS = 1 we have SeQc 0 qc = 1 c and hence Sg, = Se$ = qc. Also fQc = 1 c. In either 
case Sg,’ fQc= I],. 
For each morphism u : a-b in A, let Pu =fF’ oSuof,:Pa-Pb.Foro:cAdinC, 
let Qv=g;‘oTuogc:Qc--,Qd. 
We are to show that P and Q are functors with PQ = 1 and QP = 1, 
Let aeOb A. Then 
P(l.)=f,_‘~s(l.)~s(l.)~f,=f,-‘~ Is,ofa=lpa. 
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Ifa-b&cinA, 
P(o~u)=f~-‘~s(“~u)~f~=f‘~‘~s(u)~f~-f~’~s(u)~f~=P(u)~P(u). 
Thus P: A-C is a functor. Similarly Q: C-A is a functor. 
Let aEObA. If aED, QPa=QSa=S-‘Sa=a, while if aEE, QPa=QT-‘a= 
TT-*a=a. Similarly if cEOb C, PQc=c. If u:a-b in A, 
QPu = g;; 0 TPu 0 gp, = g;; 0 Tfb-’ 0 TSu 3 TfU 3 gp, 
=&b” TSuo~,‘=u. 
If u: c-d in C, 
Thus Q 0 P: A +A and P 0 Q : C + C are identity functors. Therefore P: A -+C is an 
isomorphism of categories. 
Note that since S and Tare faithful [I], if they are injective for objects they must 
also be injective for morphisms. 
In Pontryagin duality [2], [3], an equivalence is given by a contravariant functor 
P from the category LCAb of locally compact abelian groups to itself, where P(G) is 
the character group of G. The backwards functor is P itself. Each element of P(G) is 
a continuous homomorphism of G to the circle group R/Z, so each element of P(G) 
determines G. Thus P is injective for objects. 
Corollary 1. The category LCAb of locally compact abelian groups is isomorphic to 
its opposite LCAbOP. 
The character groups of compact abelian groups are discrete, and the character 
groups of discrete abelian groups are compact. 
Corollary 2. The category CAb of compact abelian groups is isomorphic to the 
opposite AbOP of the category of abelian groups. 
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